Abstract-Still and multi-media images are subject to transformations for compression, steganographic embedding and digital watermarking. We propose new measures and techniques for detection and analysis of steganographic embedded content. We show that both statistical and pattern classification techniques using our proposed measures provide reasonable discrimination schemes for detecting embeddings of different levels. Our measures are based on a few statistical properties of bit strings and wavelet coefficients of image pixels.
I. INTRODUCTION II. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON STATISTICAL MEASURES AND SVM

A. Classification of different types of files
Image steganography is a kind of transformation of a cover image and embedded data. As a first step we establish the power of our feature vector of measures based on statistical properties of bit strings in discriminating a variety of standard file types. Then we explore the possibility of discriminating images with different levels of embeddings. Once the level of embedding is determined to reasonable accuracy, we can proceed to the next step of location of embedded bits by other statistical and combinatorial techniques. We use a statistical feature space. We propose a vector of statistical measures [6] for this purpose. Our feature vector µ ∈ R 9 consists of nine statistical measures. We consider a bit string S of size 32 * n bits as concatenation of n 32 bit words, S i i = 1, . . . , n. We define the measures µ(S i ) =< µ 1 (S i ), . . . , µ 9 (S i ) > for the words S i and define the measure for entire string S, namely µ(S) as a weighted sum of the measures µ(S i ). The measures are as follows. 
We expect the measure µ 1 to be smaller for random strings as compared to non-random strings. µ 2 : Weighted sum of run lengths. Let the vector < l 1 , l 2 , . . . > denote the sequence of run lengths of 0's and 1's in a a 32 bit word W . Then we define,
where c i are specifically chosen weights. We set c i = 1 ∀ i, without loss of generality. For random strings, we expect the measure µ 2 to be smaller compared to non-random strings, since one expects very few long runs. 
For random strings, we expect µ 3 to be higher than for non-random strings. It is also possible to define the measure µ 3 with respect to overlapping bytes in a word, to measure the smoothness/suddenness of transitions. 
For random strings, we expect µ 4 to be smaller than for non-random strings. µ 5 : Weighted Hadamard transform. Using an 8x8 Hadamard matrix (H) and the operation y = Hx, where x is 8x1 bit vector, we get measure µ 5 . x is single data byte. When the Hadamard transform is applied on image data, x is taken as the bit string corresponding to a pixel value. µ 6 , µ 7 , µ 8 , µ 9 : These measures are based on the weighted entropy measures − p i log p i where p i 's are probabilities of non-overlapping occurrences of 1,2,3,4 grams in string S.
Thus given a file S of some data, we compute the feature vector µ(S) as capturing the statistical characteristics of the bit string corresponding to S. We note that the statistical properties such as k-gram frequencies, run lengths, auto-correlation and entropy together are powerful features that discriminate a wide variety of non-random data. In the following we demonstrate this by classification based on our feature vector.
SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a powerful tool for pattern classification. With introduction of kernel tricks in SVM, it has become a very popular in machine learning community. In some cases, the given data is not directly classifiable. Such cases can be solved by transforming the given data to higher dimensional space in such a way that in transformed domain, the classification is much easier. Kernel tricks help this without actually transforming features to We use the feature vector µ defined above. Table I our classification results in the form of confusion matrix. The ij th entry is the probability of a test data belonging to class i and being classified as class j. We see from the Table that in all but two of the eight cases, the classification accuracy is near 1. We used a total of 180 files for testing and achieved overall accuracy of 82.22%.
B. Analysis of LSB planes from Stegoed and non-Stegoed Images
In above experiments, we measured statistics on the whole sequence of bits of the given data. An embedding operation is performed on LSB of an image. So to detect perturbation due to steganographic operation, we measure statistics only of LSB of images. In this direction, we first consider only two classes : one is LSB obtained from non-stegoed image and the other is LSB obtained from images with 50% embedding. In our experiments we use a random embedding instead of using any particular steganographic tool. We are conducting separate studies on different types of tools. The feature vector µ defined above is computed on LSB of 30 images from both classes. (total of 180 = 30*3(colors/images)*2 classes). Out of these, 150 were used for training SVM and 30 for testing. Thus we have two classes :
1. LSB plane of non-Stegoed image. 2. LSB plane of stegoed image. We present the results in a confusion matrix form in Table II Table III,   TABLE III The overall efficiency is 65%. Thus, this experiment alone is not sufficient for detection of levels of embedding. Hence we take another alternative approach.
III. ANALYSIS OF IMAGES USING WAVELET TRANSFORMS
Our feature vector µ considers a linear sequence of bits as input. However, image properties are in general captured more accurately by two dimensional transforms. Our goal is to classify images accurately under different levels of embedding. The approaches in Section II-A and II-B serve as good handles in this direction. To further enhance our understanding of the effects of embedding, we study the behavior of wavelet coefficients. Here, a basic assumption is that the steganographic algorithm is known. We consider the 2 nd level LL sub-band coefficients, since most of the energy gets concentrated in this sub-band. The 2 nd level LL coefficients of 4 * 4 image will be if image is 
(Note : 2 nd Level LL sub-band size is 1 4 th of the original image size in both directions.) For our experiments, we use 10 images which do not contain any hidden information.
Call the set of these images I = {I j : j = 0, 1, 2, ..9} image size in pixels . We have chosen the factor 500 to normalize the quantity η to be near 100 for the size of image being considered (800 * 600).
Let η ki be the average value of η over different images ∈ I with k% initial embedding and i% forced embedding. We use the stego algorithm Hide4PGP in our experiments. In our experiments we use i = 10, . . . , 100. k = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. We plot η ki vs. i for various k as shown in Fig. 1 . For a particular forced embedding say i, it can be observed that η ki decreases as k increases.
Encouraged by this monotonic trend, we now look closely at the variations in measure η at a fixed forced embedding of i = 20%, with respect to k on different start images. The results are shown in Fig. 2 .
The continuous line shows the average value, η k20 vs k. The other curves show the η values for the individual images. These also show the monotonic decreasing trend around the average value. We note that such trends are quite significant especially at low levels of 20% embedding Thus, this serves as a first indicator for detecting approximately the amount of embedding (even at low levels) in any given image. In our lab we have built a tool called CSA-Tool for simulating the behavior of S-Tool [1] . It is quite difficult to conduct a large number data generation experiments under various parameter choices using a public domain tool as we don't get appropriate handles into the source code. We have taken care to incorporate our own functions for encryption, randomized location generation and embedding analogous to the steps performed by S-Tools. Hence, the statistical characteristics of our tools would closely represent those of S-Tools. We performed similar experiments as detailed above using the CSA tool. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the results. We note that the results are along the same trends as the Hide4PGP. However, the separations in Fig. 3 are smaller than in Fig. 1 and fluctuations in Fig. 4 are more than in Fig. 2 . A reason for this is that CSA Tool (and S-Tools) employ more sound random generators for choosing the LSB for embedding than the tool Hide4PGP. 
